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n extremely volatile fire season
seems inevitable at this point. 

Each lightning storm or windy
day carries risks we often don’t
think too much about. On top of all
that, the risk of structure fires

remains prevalent. 
With good training, though, fire crews are

ensuring all our local volunteer firefighters are
ready when the time comes. 

In late April, a bright red trailer, dotted with
soot, landed in the Walmart parking lot in
Susanville. Thanks to a grant from the
California State Firefighters Association, the
Susanville Fire Department acquired the burn
simulator trailer from the Kelseyville Fire
District — a tool that helps younger recruits get
a taste of fighting a live fire; of feeling the heat
from the flames in real time before duty calls. 

Susanville Fire Department Assistant Chief 

Marc Murphy and Volunteer Captain Dan
Weaver noted the importance of such
trainings. 

Not only do firefighters learn to trust their
gear in situations like this, they also get hands-
on experience extinguishing flames, learning
fire behavior and learning how to control their
levels of adrenaline. 

During the two training days in April, crews
from all over the county and even some from
neighboring jurisdictions like the McCloud Fire
Department, pulled on their turnouts, ensured
the self-contained breathing apparatuses fit
snuggly against their faces and got to work.

With the simulator, new volunteers
experienced rollover props, forcible entry
props, couch and stove props, wall breaches,
cold smoke and black out drills. On top of the
trailer, firefighters even practiced vertical
ventilation. 

Learning to control
the adrenaline

Simulators offer firefighters
hands-on experience

By Makenzie Davis
mdavis@lassennews.com

A

For two days in late April, a burn simulator was parked in the Susanville Walmart parking
lot offering training for local crews. Photo by Makenzie Davis
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For new volunteers, the experience was eye
opening. 

When there’s a structure fire, the cooler air
remains near the bottom, getting hotter the
higher up you go. 

Crews are taught to stay low. 
Near the ground of the simulator, the

temperature was about 350 degrees and
increasing to about 1,000 up top. As the teams
entered the trailer they crawled in, some on
their knees and crouching to avoid the
immense heat. As they maneuvered around
the trailer with heavy air packs weighing
them down, they aimed the hose as the
simulated couch and grill burned. 

“It’s one thing to watch training videos, it’s
another thing to talk to other people who
have been through and experienced it, but
until you actually go through and see it first-
hand, experience it first-hand, it’s completely
different,” said Milford Fire District Volunteer
Roger Torres. 

Milford Volunteer Fire District was one of
the participating agencies and had two new
members participate in the live fire situation
for the first time: Torres and Matthew Erwin. 

“For the first fire, all the stress comes at
once because you’ve never seen it,” Matthew
said of the importance of trainings. “You
don’t want to be super stressed for the first
one.”

After the new volunteer experienced the
simulator, he noted how hot it was inside. 
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He encourages those hoping to volunteer to
do their research and talk to others about the
job — and it seems like some are joining their
local crews after the devastating fires that
plagued the area in 2020. 

Last summer, when it seemed like the land
never stopped burning, Roger wanted to do
something to help his neighbors and
coworkers. 

When the agency started accepting
volunteers, he jumped on the chance.  

“The first day was scrubbing engines, like
it’s not glamorous, but I feel like I’m doing
something. So that way, this year, when it all
starts catching fire again, at least I know
there’s a chance I can go and help instead of
feeling helpless,” he said.

And with trainings easing volunteers into
the high stress world of firefighting, they are
ready. 

Want to volunteer? Contact your local fire
department to start the process. There’s
extensive training, and hard work, but as
Roger noted, he’s ready to help. 

The burn simulator, provided by the
Kelseyville Fire District through a
California State Firefighters Association
grant, has a couch and grill prop for crews
to train on. Photo by Makenzie Davis

A fire crew prepares to enter the burn simulator — an experience that helps firefighters
learn about fire behavior. 
Photo by Makenzie Davis

Training builds
confidence

HCL
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High altitude farming in the Lost Sierra

astern Plumas is preparing to spring back to life in full color with the return of the
fruits of local farmers’ harvests. Many look forward to the annual tradition of
picking out those perfectly ripe, in-season fruits and vegetables from local farms.

Admittedly, the unique, high altitude gardens and fields of Eastern Plumas
County take a bit more creativity and ingenuity to produce well, with the shorter

growing seasons and drastically fluctuating temperatures of the eastern Lost Sierra always
at play.

Both Eastern Plumas and Sierra counties boast a wide variety of farms, ranches, and
rich agricultural tradition, with most able to be accessed more intimately in the annual
Sierra Valley Art and Ag Trail, generally held in the fall season, pandemic notwithstanding.

One farm in the spotlight today has joined in keeping these agricultural traditions
alive and locals well-fed with hard work and good humor, despite all the gambles involved
with being a small, family-owned farm.

Many already know of Whittemore Family Farms, located in Beckwourth, east of the
crest of California's Sierra Nevada mountain range in Plumas and Sierra Counties, north of

Interstate 80.
According to Megan Whittemore, the

family farm started in 2003 with a love of
gardening and a small vegetable plot to
feed the family.

“We have ten people in our family,”
Whittemore explained. “We bought this
property back in 2003, where there was
nothing on it except clover. My dad built
the houses and horse stalls and such. We
used to have a small garden full of flowers
and plants and vegetables for our own
enjoyment and consumption.”

The workforce on the farm is
streamlined and tight knit. “Currently the
people who work the produce side of the
farm are myself, my dad Tim and our
farmhand, Jen. People who work the
pumpkin patch are myself, my mom and
dad, my older sister, Cori and our
farmhand, Jen,” Whittemore smiled.  

As time went on, the ideas just kept
growing, along with everything else on the
farm. “One night around the dinner table
I said, "let's plant some pumpkins,” and
that sprouted Lil' Meg’s Pumpkin Patch in
2013,” Whittemore said with a smile. 

“My parents didn’t think anything
would come from it but were trying to
support my young entrepreneur mind, so
I got busy. In the fall of 2011, we opened

By Lauren Westmoreland
lwestmoreland@plumasnews.com

Feed, Seed & Treats
530.691.1633 • 632 Main Street, Chester • Michelle Watkins, Owner

our doors for the pumpkin patch, and it was a
success!” 

The popular pumpkin patch is a small
patch with a focus on families with young
children. There are games, a maze, picture
boards, baked goods, canned jams, artisan
soaps, BBQ, and of course, pumpkins — lots
of pumpkins.

“We grow all the specialty pumpkins, pie
pumpkins, gourds and small to medium
carving pumpkins on the farm,” she said. “In
2017 our farm was invited to be a part of the
Art and Ag Trail. This brought three vendors
to the pumpkin patch as part of the event and
a lot more exposure to the farm.” The
pumpkin patch will be returning for the 10th
year this fall season, with more details on that
to come as the date approaches. 

“We continue to expand our garden each
year and have added some greenhouses to
extend the growing season,” Whittemore said.
The farm currently grows blackberries and
strawberries, along with a wide variety of
seasonal vegetables, grown all-naturally using
organic practices.

“I think the most challenging thing to deal
with on the farm is the wind. Living in the
Sierra Valley, which is wide open, and right at
the base of Beckwourth Peak and the Indian
Head mountain, we get huge gusts that come
through on a daily basis,” she said. 
Some days are much windier than others. This
last fall, three days before Thanksgiving, the
family farm experienced a powerful
windstorm that caused a lot of damage in the
whole area, including on their farm. In just
the past year, there were a few fires that were
started, one in Chilcoot, one in the canyon
and one in Reno. 

“It caused a power outage for the entire day
and evening as well as a huge dust storm clear
across the valley from Loyalton to Chilcoot,”
she recalled. “On our farm the damage caused
by the windstorm included. multiple fencing

areas, our wooden teepees for the pumpkin
patch, and some livestock equipment, with
the largest damage being to our big
greenhouse.” 

The storm crushed in half of the
Whittemore’s greenhouse, which Megan
referred to as a huge loss. “The wind tried
getting to one of our smaller greenhouses, but
we were, luckily, able to hatch it down better
and save it. Our large greenhouse, though,
was just too big to do much about and it
ended up getting destroyed.”

The large greenhouse wasn’t salvageable,
and so throughout this last winter the family
has been working on disassembling it and
rebuilding a new, stronger one. Other
struggles with the wind on the farm include
covers being blown off rows and/or ripped,
and damage to plants. “Out of all the other
struggles on the farm, I would say that none of
them compare to having to deal with wind
issues,” Whittemore said.

“We really greatly appreciate all of the love
and support that we've gotten from our

The sun shines against the wide blue sky in Sierra
Valley at Sierra Valley Farms, with greens growing
in orderly rows, marching across the land around
the family homestead. Photo submitted by Sierra
Valley Farms

Time for a spinach and spring mix
harvest! The Whittemore family truly
does farm together, gathering the fresh
greens grown at high altitude and
working together to wash and pack
them for the market. Photo submitted by
Whittemore Family Farms
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community!” Whittemore said,
after musing over the challenges
of the last year alone. “With the
community helping on
volunteer days, coming out and
helping with the rebuild of our
new greenhouse, visiting us at
the farmers markets and
enjoying our produce, being a
part of our farm by being a
veggie basket member, and
simply taking the time to have
wonderful conversation and
exchange beautiful smiles. I
appreciate everyone in our
community and really feel the
love and support from them all.”

In addition to the strong
community support, Megan
Whittemore appreciates the
fact that farming keeps her
outside and connected with
nature. 

“I love working in the garden and on the
farm and growing delicious fresh natural
produce that I get to share with the entire
community, and knowing that I'm helping the
Earth here on our farm by farming with all-
natural practices,” Whittemore explained

passionately. 
“I love knowing that I'm contributing to

the health of the people in our community by
providing them with wonderful food. Another
one of my favorite things about our farm is the
pumpkin patch. It has been such a joy to put it
on every fall for the community. To see the
familiar faces year after year, to see the smiles

and hear the laughs, and watch everybody
have a great time … it's all so rewarding!”

Whittemore Family Farms supplies their
vegetables to local markets, such as the
Graeagle Market and Feather River Foods co-
op in Portola, local restaurants, at local
farmers markets, in their veggie basket
program, and at their farm stand. The family
also raises free-range chickens for eggs and
Katahdin sheep for brush control and meat
production.

For more information about Whittemore
Family Farms, check out their Facebook page,
visit their website at
https://www.whittemorefamilyfarm.com or
call 412-1073. 

Sierra Valley Farms
Sierra Valley Farms is a 65-acre certified

organic farm and nursery situated on the
Middle Fork of the Feather River in
Beckwourth, located in the majestic Sierra
Valley. 

The farm, located at an elevation of 5,000
feet, has one of the most unique growing
climates in the West, according to those who
work it. Sierra Valley Farms was first
established as a native plant nursery in 1990
and gradually broadened its diversity to
growing certified organic produce in 1999. 

The historic farm once owned by Gary’s
grandparents goes back three generations in
Sierra Valley. A turning point came in 1996,
when current owner and operator Gary
Romano took all the third-generation farm
corrals that had over 50 years of composted
manure and began to experiment with
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vegetables. 
After years of carefully honing his craft

and working the land, including making the
farm 90 percent powered by solar energy, the
farm successfully grows over six acres of
vegetables including vegetables like
asparagus, broccoli, cabbage, spring mix,
garlic, onions, hemp, beets, and more. 
One of the biggest challenges Romano has
faced as a high-altitude farmer during a global
pandemic has been staying flexible. 

“We lost a lot of our restaurant accounts
during the pandemic,” Romano explained.
“However, it balanced out because we were
able to be flexible and move our attention
towards expanding further into farmers
markets in the area.” 

The annual farmers market Romano hosts
on the farm also did well. “A lot of the food
chain was messed up during that time, with
larger grocery stores having trouble
restocking. People came here to get their fresh
produce.” 

Sierra Valley Farms diverse operation
includes growing and production of a wide
range of cool-season vegetables and some
fruits, micro greens, herbs, hops, and value-
added condiments as well. 

The Romano family utilizes the natural

dynamics of cover crops, rotation of crops,
wildlife intrusion, and the four seasons to
enhance the already fertile soil. 

“This, along with the cool summer climate
produces some of the finest quality organic
vegetables in the world,” Romano said. “Sierra
Valley has one of the harshest climates in the
Sierras with winter temperatures of
sometimes below zero and only 60-70 frost-
free days per year,” Romano went on. 

The daily temperatures during the
summer can fluctuate as much as 50 degrees
with morning lows in the 30s and afternoon as
high as the 80s to 90s. Sierra Valley’s growing
season is from May to October, with some
season extension on either side of the calendar
from year to year.

When asked why Romano continues to
carry on such hard work as a third-generation

farmer, he laughed. 
“For me, it’s a lifestyle. This is my thirtieth

year of growing vegetables here on the farm. I
enjoy growing and providing fresh food to the
public. The key is perseverance, flexibility, and
constant assessment and innovation on the
farm.” 

Romano smiled and continued, “Not to
mention, look where I live! I get to enjoy so
much out here in the beautiful Sierra Valley,
and I get to enjoy the joy on people’s faces
when I hand them fresh produce. It’s a
dedicated, admittedly hard life, but it is filled
with amazing possibilities.”  

The farm hosts an “on-farm” farmers
market, restaurant CSA’s, depending on how
the market rebalances, and “Dinners in the
Barn”. This year, the farmers market will run
from Friday, May 28 through Friday,
September 17 from 10 to 1:30 p.m., each Friday,
at the farm located at 1329 County Road A23.

This year the market will be featuring a
wide variety of fruits, vegetables, wine, fish,
and more from at least 25 vendors. Farmers
market attendees should expect fresh lettuce,
radishes, carrots, spinach, and beets over the
month of June. To learn more about Sierra
Valley Farms, visit the website at
sierravalleyfarms.com.

A glimpse at a pumpkin patch past at Whittemore Family
Farms. The annual pumpkin patch has become
enormously popular and will be returning for the
upcoming fall season. Photo submitted by Whittemore
Family Farms

Gary Romano works hard in the family
fields, harvesting greens that will appear
on tables from the Reno/Tahoe area and
the tables of neighbors from down the
road. Photo submitted by Sierra Valley Farms

‘It’s a dedicated, admittedly
hard life, but it is filled with

amazing possibilities.’
— Gary Romano
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hile the Lake Almanor Basin
provides plenty of outdoor
recreational opportunities,
sometimes it’s nice to come in
out of the afternoon sun. What
better way to while away a few

hours than immersing oneself in the history of
the area, at the Chester-Lake Almanor
Museum? 

The museum became a reality in 1985, after
several years of fundraising by co-directors
Marilyn Morris Quadrio and Joan Sayre.  It’s

housed in a one-of-a-kind log cabin library
built by the small community of Chester back
in 1928-29.

By the 1980s, the library had become
overcrowded by its book collection and
programs operating within the library, so
Quadrio and Sayre banded together with the
Friends of the Chester Library, headed by
Laura MacGregor, to add more space. A log
addition gave the library room to expand and
space for a small museum, with a concrete
display pad on the Feather River for items best

displayed outdoors.
Marilyn Quadrio has been interested in

local history since her Chester Elementary 
School years when her sixth-grade teacher
entertained the class with his tales of growing
up in the tiny historic mining community of
Seneca. By age 12, she began adding to her
knowledge of local history.   

After obtaining degrees in history, she
returned to the community to teach.  She put
her knowledge to use in local fundraisers such
as the “History Hike A Town,” as well as
organizing programs for the Plumas County
Historical Society in partnership with close
friend Joan Sayre.  

The pair began contacting descendants of
Almanor basin pioneers, conducting
interviews, copying family photo collections,
and, in many cases, being gifted family

treasures.  A family friend,
who had a career with Pacific
Gas & Electric, presented
Quadrio with a large manila
envelope filled with photos of
the Almanor dam construction for her 40th
birthday. This all led to the need for a museum
to display it all.

When the construction of the
museum/library building became a reality,
Quadrio and Sayre were deluged with artifacts.
The first displays featured major collections of
native Maidu baskets, stone tools and
weapons; a restored buggy from the Baccala
family; a hotel register from the Olsen Hotel,
and handcrafted Olsen skis. 

Wicker furniture from the legendary Lee
Lodge were the only items saved when the
building burned during the Fourth of July
weekend of 1934.  

Sayre never knew when someone might
walk into the Lassen Drug Store and present
her with a box of glass plate negatives, an old
map or brochure, or a railroad spike. Items
continue to trickle in to this day.

The nucleus of today’s offerings is a photo
display on the museum walls that covers the
history of the Almanor Basin from the 1850s to
the 1940s and ’50s, covering the pioneer days of
dairying and cattle ranching, early tourism,
travel, logging and the growth of the
communities.  

There are cases of artifacts from the early
days of Drakesbad and the Sifford family, as
well as a wall display of photos of Lassen Peak
in eruption.  Also featured are photos and a
detailed description of the construction of the
Canyon Dam at Almanor by Great Western
Power Company, precursor to Pacific Gas and

Electric.
One case is full of artifacts from the Lassen

Trail, the majority discovered buried around a
huge sugar pine stump near Bruff’s Camp by a
Cal Fire crew and later excavated by Quadrio,
Sayre, their friend Marilyn Ornbaun (a
descendant of a Lassen Trail survivor of 1848),
and John Spencer, of the Oregon and
California Trail Association.  The stump, on
land belonging to Collins Pine Company, had
been chosen as a tree to mark the spot where
one of the Lassen Trail travelers buried a stash
of heavy items such as tools, sacks of nails and
wagon parts.  

Along with the notable Maidu basket
collection, the museum displays a tiny violin,
once known as the world’s smallest.

Outdoors, a few pieces of ranching
equipment and a road grader from the Stover
Ranch are displayed.  On the patio rests a
Stover family “outhouse” and the remains of an
1880s era 22-foot steamboat, the Meadow Lark,
that cruised the North Fork in Big Meadows. 

With the creation of Lake Almanor, the
early history of the Seneca Township of
Plumas County, and a way of life, were all but
wiped out, forgotten.  It is the museum’s
mission to tell the stories, to present the major
pieces of that history for future generations
through the photos, relics, and a massive
collection of print information.

For further information, visit the Chester-
Lake Almanor Museum at 210 First Ave. in
Chester. Call for hours: (530) 258-2767.

Step back in time
at the Chester-
Lake Almanor
Museum

Submitted by
the Chester-Lake Almanor Museum

A peek inside the Chester-Lake Almanor Museum reveals a trove of historical artifacts
and information. Photo by Gregg Scott

Joan Sayre, left, and Marilyn
Quadrio worked to bring the
museum from a dream into a

reality. Photo submitted
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rom fishing, exploring local trails,
camping or even tasting some brews,
Father’s Day is the perfect time to
spend some one-on-one time with
your father or father-like figure.

This year, the day to honor our pops
is June 20, and with warm weather and more
COVID-19 vaccinations administered, it’s a
great opportunity to safely enjoy the bond
with your parent. 

Here are a few Father’s Day experiences to
share. 

Camping
If your dad is one who loves the serenity of

the outdoors, take a look at some
campgrounds for a weekend of nature!
Booking may be difficult as the day nears, so
be sure to start looking early and vary your
search — Lassen Plumas and Sierra counties
offer many options.  

While you’re at your campsite, grill up
some burgers, play cards, or even surprise
him with his favorite beverage in the cooler.

Beer tasting
If your father figure has a love for brewed

beverages, check out some local options. 
Spend the afternoon enjoying local beers

and grabbing a bite to eat. Plumas and Lassen
boast some great options.  

Golf
You don’t have to complete a full 9 or 18

holes to get some swings in. Spend a few
hours at a local driving range to help your dad
perfect his swing. 

Fishing
Did your father figure get a new pole or

tackle recently? Check out local fishing
opportunities like Lake Davis, Almanor or
Eagle Lake. 
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741 MAIN STREET, CHESTER CA

530-258-9566

Locally 
Owned and 
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Lic. #911600 • LCO #6327

DOORS
WINDOWS
LOCKSMITH

SALES
INSTALLATION
SERVICE
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ejdoors@outlook.com
www.ejsgaragedoors.com

Garage Doors
Garage Door Openers
Garage Door Tune-Up
Spring Replacement
Parts & Repair

Interior Doors
Exterior Doors
Lock Installation
Re-Keying
Windows

Insulated Glass
Patio Doors
Store Front Doors
and more!

Hiking/ biking
Get out in the sun for a day of hiking! Visit

the nearby Lassen Volcanic National Park —
some trails still have snow so check
conditions before heading out, or take
advantage of the Bizz Johnson Trail between
Susanville and Westwood for a stunning
adventure. Susanville Ranch Park, just on the
edge of town, also boasts numerous paths to
choose from. 

Just spend some time together
The pandemic has made family visits tough

on many people, with few chances to connect
throughout the past year. If all parties are
comfortable and/ or vaccinated, just spend
some quality time together to show your dad
or father figure how much you care. 

Staying at home with some freshly grilled
barbecue, sandwiches piled high and your
dad’s favorite dessert is a great way to
connect. You can also whip out their favorite
game — in person or even over video call if
you both have the game at home.

We often take for granted the time they spend and the small things our fathers do for us as
we grow up. Take some time this June 20 to thank the father (or father figure) in your life
by treating him to something he’ll really enjoy. File photo

Let’s take time to
thank the dads

in our lives

Give the gift of a
good time this
Father’s Day

By Makenzie Davis
mdavis@lassennews.com

When is the last time dad had the chance
to give a ball a whack? File photo
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the total trail is about 1/3 mile. 
The entrance brings visitors to the Devil’s

Doorway. A few steps more they’re in Stubtoe
Hall and then the Wind Tunnel. Lucifer’s Cul-
De-Sac is near the middle of the cave, and
shortly after, visitors go inside The Sanctum,
the cool air moves slowly by as flashlights
serve as the only source of light. Lavacicle
Lane then leads to the Partial Collapse and
the Rattlesnake Collapse just before the exit.
The stairs and trail to the right lead visitors
back out of the unique experience.

Pets are not allowed inside the cave, and
there is a picnic area across from the parking.
The recreation site is free and season is
typically dawn to dusk April to October.
Donations are welcomed. The site is located
across the street from the Cave Campground
on Highway 89. 

The Subway Cave has an adventurous
appeal. It’s an easy trail to walk, but still has
the excitement of the unknown. 

Whether you’re visiting nearby Lassen
Volcanic National Park and looking for a fun
addition, or even making the drive for the 1/3
mile trail itself — the lava tube is an worthy
stop. 

For more information, call the Hat Creek
Ranger District at (530) 336-5521, or call the
Old Station Visitors Center at (530) 335-7517.
The visitors center is located at 13435 Brian’s
Way off Highways 44/89 in Old Station. 
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he walk to the entrance of the cave
isn’t far, but from standing in the
parking lot, one wouldn’t know what
lies beneath the ground a few hundred
yards away.

Just about an hour from Susanville
up Highway 44, and a right turn on Highway
89 at the Old Station stop sign brings you to
Lassen National Forest’s Subway Cave in the
Hat Creek Recreation Area — a delightfully
adventurous stop. 

As you leave your car, the stairs bring you
to another path, weaving around the shrubs
as little animals chirp, hidden by branches
and leaves. Suddenly, you come upon another
set of stairs. Those, however, lead into the
dark, cool entrance of the Subway Cave. 

The lava tube was created within the past
20,000 years, according to the USDA Forest
Service Self Guided Tour packet. When the
lava from the Hat Creek flow was discharged
in large volumes from a series of north and
south fissures, the lava flowed near what is
now Old Town for 16 miles. 

“While the top crust cooled and hardened,
rivers of red-hot lava, insulated by newly
formed rock above, continued to flow.
Eventually, the lava drained away, leaving
tube-like caves. The entrance to the cave was
formed by a partial collapse of the cave’s roof
many years ago. Subway Cave is the largest
accessible tube in the flow,” reads the guide. 

Once visitors descend the steps, the cool air
welcomes them as the light dissipates more
with each step.

Early one morning, shortly after the
recreation site opened for the season, there
was hardly anyone there. A few vehicles sat
parked, but inside the cave, all you could hear
were the soft drips of water landing on the
hard stone. As summer progresses, though,
the number of visitors tend to increase.

As one walks through the lava tube, sturdy
shoes are needed due to the rough, uneven
ground, and in order to truly appreciate the
cave, flashlights are needed as cell phones
alone do not produce enough light.

The cave itself is about 1,300 feet long and

Try something
different:

Stroll through
a lava tube

Photo by Makenzie Davis
By Makenzie Davis 

mdavis@lassennews.com

Come in and
see all the new treasures!

...a treasury of collectibles,      
gifts, antiques

and more!

DRIVE THRU
COFFEE & SMOKE SHOP

Native American Owned 
—

920 Skyline Dr., Susanville
530.252.4341

HCL

Once visitors descend the steps, cool air welcomes them as the light dissipates more with
each step. Photo by Makenzie Davis
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the total trail is about 1/3 mile. 
The entrance brings visitors to the Devil’s

Doorway. A few steps more they’re in Stubtoe
Hall and then the Wind Tunnel. Lucifer’s Cul-
De-Sac is near the middle of the cave, and
shortly after, visitors go inside The Sanctum,
the cool air moves slowly by as flashlights
serve as the only source of light. Lavacicle
Lane then leads to the Partial Collapse and
the Rattlesnake Collapse just before the exit.
The stairs and trail to the right lead visitors
back out of the unique experience.

Pets are not allowed inside the cave, and
there is a picnic area across from the parking.
The recreation site is free and season is
typically dawn to dusk April to October.
Donations are welcomed. The site is located
across the street from the Cave Campground
on Highway 89. 

The Subway Cave has an adventurous
appeal. It’s an easy trail to walk, but still has
the excitement of the unknown. 

Whether you’re visiting nearby Lassen
Volcanic National Park and looking for a fun
addition, or even making the drive for the 1/3
mile trail itself — the lava tube is an worthy
stop. 

For more information, call the Hat Creek
Ranger District at (530) 336-5521, or call the
Old Station Visitors Center at (530) 335-7517.
The visitors center is located at 13435 Brian’s
Way off Highways 44/89 in Old Station. 
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Plumas Corp and a member of the Quincy
Library Group, could paint — until I saw his
work hanging in the Art Barn.

It’s that time of the year to decide what you
could enter into the county fair. The exhibit
guide is out — both in print and online forms
— with dozens and dozens of categories to
choose from. The year that I participated
turned out to be one of my favorite fair
experiences because I felt connected to the
event, as well as to my fellow exhibitors in a
way that I never had before. 

I chose to enter table settings and
pumpkin bread. I think I also selected a
cookie — but when I left the batch in the
oven a little too long — I didn’t submit any.
And that’s the beauty of it. You can plan to
enter something, but when the day comes, if
your flowers are flopping or your cookies are
charred, you can opt out.

The table setting is a four-day
commitment if you choose to enter each day
(which is encouraged). Each year the exhibit
guide includes a listing of the categories,
which this year are 25-year Wedding
Anniversary, Easter Brunch, Poker Night and
Happy Birthday.

Part of the fun of entering is gathering the
tablecloth, plates, décor and fresh flowers
required — because unless you have an
extensive linen and china closet at your
disposal — you will be culling through your
friends’ cabinets and the local thrift shops.

Since there is a fresh floral component —
and I do not have a green thumb — I had to
scavenge flowers (with approval) from other
people’s gardens and purchase a bouquet or
two from a local florist.

For guidance that first year I turned to
Louise Young, who has been entering this
division since the 1980s. She told me not to
worry about the floral portion of the
submissions. “I don’t want people not to enter
because they are afraid of flower arranging,”
she said. “It can be as simple as a couple of
stems in a vase.” I took her advice to heart and
in one entry, put a simple pink rose in a small
vase with some baby’s breath. (It can’t be a
single stem, because that wouldn’t be
considered an arrangement.) It took first
place. In another entry, I put a dozen white
roses in a vase — and took second place —
because I learned later that though the judge
liked my table  setting for the romantic
dinner category, my roses were slightly too
high. 

Square card tables are provided for the
entrants, and the finished table must include
linens, at least one plate, one piece of
stemware and the flowers. Cutlery is not
permitted, nor is food, with the exception of
whole fruits or vegetables. 

The tables are displayed in the
horticulture building, a popular area in the
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Serving the Northern State
392 Lawrence St., Quincy • Lic. #FD-2387

FUNERALS • PRE-NEEDS
Low Cost Cremations

530.283.9106

andering through the home arts
and horticulture buildings and
checking out the art barn are
some of my favorite parts of the
annual Plumas-Sierra County

Fair. It’s interesting to see the oft-hidden
talents of friends and neighbors. I knew that
Louise Young, also known as Quincy’s Martha
Stewart, could set a pretty table, but I didn’t
know that John Sheehan, former head of

By Debra Moore
dmoore@plumasnews.com

Blue ribbon
or not...
Entering the
county fair
is fun

Eva Small’s dining room table is covered with the ribbons that she and her children
accumulated over the years. Photo by Eva Small

The theme for this entry was a quilter’s tea. Gathering the pieces for this table setting was
fun and ultimately won a blue ribbon. Though a floral component is required, it can be
quite simple. Photo by Debra Moore
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fair along with its neighboring gardens, both
overseen by Fred Surber and his family for
years. There are dozens of categories in
horticulture including floral displays, single
stems, houseplants, fruits and vegetables and
more. 

Another popular area is the home arts
building with its quilts, sewing projects,
baked goods, decorated cakes, and canning
section. My forays in this building have been
limited — basically just my aforementioned
pumpkin bread, which happily earned a blue
ribbon. 

But baking, canning and blue ribbons are a
family tradition for Quincy resident Eva
Small. Her grandmother Beulah Sanders
collected stacks of ribbons during her
decades of entering the Boone County Fair in
Arkansas and Eva has her own impressive pile
from 30 years of entries in the local fair.
(Some of her award-winning entries even
came from her grandmother’s recipes). 

Eva has amassed awards for breads, pies,
pickles, barbecue sauce, jams, jellies and
more. “I started before I had kids,” Eva said,
and then encouraged them to enter as well
when they were old enough. Daughter Teri
entered most of the same categories as her
mother, but also entered drawings and
photographs, and showed goats. Son Travis
liked to enter cookies. Now Eva hopes her
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ASPHALT  ROCK  SAND  GRAVEL  CONCRETE

grandchildren will carry on the tradition
when they come for their annual summer
visits.

Each year’s entries varied, depending on
what Eva had available as fair time neared.
When her yard included a peach tree, Eva
entered peach jam. When the family went
berry picking — blackberry, elderberry and
choke cherry jams and jellies made an
appearance. 

She also entered pickles, always of the dill
variety, because those are her favorite. Eva’s
pickles were popular not only with the fair
judges, but with her coworkers during
monthly potlucks. 

Eva said she entered the fair because she
enjoyed the competition — “I have a
competitive streak,” she admitted — and the
camaraderie of the other entrants. 

For those who want to stay out of the
garden and the kitchen, the Art Barn provides
many opportunities to share artwork,
photographs and other crafts — for both the
amateur and the professional. 

Quincy resident John Sheehan, who has
been displaying his work for 20 years began as
an amateur, but now is in the professional
division. His work has also been shown in
local galleries.  When asked if he plans to
enter the fair this year, he said, “It depends;
the muse hasn’t been around so much.” So, we

will have to wait for the fair this August to see
what he decides.

In addition to painting and photography,
the art exhibits include crafts such as baskets,
collage, leather working, weaving, jewelry,
ceramics, stained glass, and scrapbooks.
There is also woodworking and pottery,
poetry and sculpture. Check out the exhibit
book or online for details.

If we learned nothing else during the past
year, we learned that the traditions we cherish
can be tentative. After a year’s hiatus, this
year we will have a fair and the opportunities
to truly be a part of it. Check out this year’s
exhibit guide and see if there’s something
that you can enter. And you might just win a
blue ribbon.Eva Small and her daughter, Teri, make pickles to enter into the Plumas-Sierra County Fair. Photo submitted

A fun way to learn that I had
won a blue ribbon was when

I received a photo of my
grandson holding it. Photo by

Carly Kurpjuweit
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t’s June and time for all-out gardening!
For those who are brave or know what

they’re doing, most of the seeds are
already in the ground. For others, it’s
planting time!

My grandson got excited and planted
spinach, lettuce and radishes all on his

own. It could have been better, and it could
have been worse. 

While Caden has been helping in the
garden since he was 2 and 3, this year he chose
to do his planting unsupervised.

The good thing is that he did get his seeds
in the ground in straight lines. The bad thing is
that he didn’t remember to space out his seeds. 

Actually, those are two things any gardener
should remember, especially inexperienced
ones.

Get your seeds and
transplants and put
them in the ground

It’s garden time! By Victoria Metcalf
vmetcalf@plumasnews.com

Michael Beatley, of Meadow Valley,
has his gardening routine down.
He starts tomatoes and other early
plants indoors and then moves
them to his greenhouse.
Photo by Michael Beatley
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Rental Income and Expenses - Real Estate Tax Tips Part II

Security Deposits

Do not include a security deposit in your income when you receive it if you plan to return it to your tenant at the
end of the lease. But if you keep part or all of the security deposit during any year because your tenant does not
live up to the terms of the lease, include the amount you keep in your income in that year.

If an amount called a security deposit is to be used as a final payment of rent, it is advance rent. Include it in
your income when you receive it.

Expenses Paid by Tenant

If your tenant pays any of your expenses, the payments are rental income. You must include them in your
income. You can deduct the expenses if they are deductible rental expenses. See Rental Expenses in Publication
527, for more information.

Example One: Your tenant pays the water and sewage bill for your rental property and deducts it from the
normal rent payment. Under the terms of the lease, your tenant does not have to pay this bill.

Example Two: While you are out of town, the furnace in your rental property stops working. Your tenant pays for
the necessary repairs and deducts the repair bill from the rent payment. Based on the facts

in each example, include in your rental income both the net amount of the rent
payment and the amount the tenant paid for the utility bills and the repairs. You
can deduct the cost of the utility bills and repairs as a rental expense.

BEQUETTE & KIMMEL ACCOUNTANCY CORPORATION
307 W Main St., Quincy • 530.283.0680 • 17 Highway 89, Graeagle • 530.836.0193

DOING THE RIGHT THING SINCE 1952.

— Mon-Fri 8 am-6 pm, Sat 8 am-5 pm —

530.257.8883 • 2385 Main St., Susanville
530.283.1450 • 116 E Main St., Quincy

530.832.1533 • 73816 S Delleker, Portola

Tires • Brakes • Alignment
Shocks • Wheels • Batteries

Bedding Flowers and Plants • Hanging Baskets • Potting Soil • Perennials • Roses • Bark Mulch • and More!

Open April-June • Mon-Sat 8-5 • Closed Sunday • 721-425 Capezzoli Lane • 530.260.1438 Or 530.254.6503
Hwy 395 to Standish, right on Buntingville Rd. (A-3), left on Capezzoli Lane for 1.2 miles

Straight lines
Every gardener has his or her own way of

preparing the ground for planting seeds. I
knew a legally blind man in Alturas who used
twine to create his straight cropping rows. 

Larry would pound stakes in the ground, tie
his roll of twine securely to one end and then
crawl along the ground to the next stake.
However he managed to get from one stake to

the other was an incredible feat in itself. But he
had very straight rows in large, in-ground
garden plots.

Straight lines for rows or furrows, as they’re
also called, are great for creating a neat and
tidy appearance to the garden.

While Larry used twine for his row definers,
other people choose string. And yet others,
measure off the distance between the wooden

stakes they’ve pounded in at each end across
from each other and then eyeball the area. It
comes down to the fact that some of us can
create straighter rows than others.

I generally take a small branch or the side of
my hand to make my shallow furrow. Do I
make straight furrows? They’re straight
enough for my purposes. 

And then there are gardeners who plot out
the intended site using a grid pattern. This
forms not only rows in one direction but across
too. This one is too complicated and time
consuming for me to even contemplate.

Basically, there are at least three reasons to
support planting crops in rows, according to
Karren Doll Tolliver. In “Garden Furrows”
Tolliver explains that it’s simply more
convenient to plant seeds or seedlings in rows.

Secondly, she said that after the seeds
sprout it’s easier to distinguish the desired
plants from the weeds.

And thirdly, Tolliver said it’s easier to
cultivate when crops are in rows. Cultivating is
done to break up or loosen the soil and to
remove weeds—the latter is an art form or a
science all in itself.

When I was little, we’re talking early 1960s,
I would visit the neighbors who had what
seemed to me, a huge garden area. Every
spring Bill got out his bright green tractor and
worked the soil. When it was ready; neat,

straight rows of corn were planted. Next came
rows of white potatoes, and then carrots.
Finally, I think just for something a little
different, came a single row of radishes.

Bill Lows planted his garden in the same
direction going the long way and in the same
crop order. His wife, Viola tended the garden,
while Bill went fishing.

Both were raised on farms or ranches in
South Dakota. Both felt the full impact of the
Great Depression. And both were Dutch
meaning that everything was very orderly and
extremely clean.

Year after year this was the order of their
garden. This is how they survived year in and
year out. Even the fish Bill caught—trout
almost always from various streams
throughout the Black Hills and seldom from
lakes—were fried, baked and canned.

As a kid helping check for potato bugs, it
didn’t occur to me why, Bill did things the way
he did. My family’s tiny gardens were so much
different, that I never stopped to consider the
two options.

Bill most certainly had his garden mapped
out in very straight lines. Each row was
perfectly spaced. He knew exactly how much
room to leave between his lines so his crops
could adequately mature. He left ample
distance between each variety for footpaths so
the gardener could move about getting at a

stray weed or hunting for the potato bugs. 
Whether Bill followed his father’s and

grandfather’s method of planning and
planting a garden, I have no idea. At some
point a tractor must have taken the place of a
team, I would think.

Today, after studying I don’t know how
many different gardening books, attending the
occasional class, or considering magazine or
internet features, I realize Bill had it down

right when it came to getting his rows down
straight and in distancing them according to
the space needed for each crop variety.

But I look at Bill’s plan and think about the
importance of crop rotation and a myriad of
other details. Although his method served his
purpose, the adult me can’t help but wonder if
his yields would have improved had he done it
differently?

Crop spacing
I think that forming lines helps many of us

determine how much space to leave for each
crop.

For instance, if we’re growing carrots then
consider the size of an adult carrot and leave
that width and a little more between the rows.
But carrots come in a wide variety of sizes, not
to mention colors and tastes.

That’s part of the fun of gardening. I can
have six rows of Parisian carrots—those that
form radish-like balls, or eight rows of little
finger carrots, or four rows of YaYa that tend to
be thicker, in roughly the same sized area. 

Tomatoes, my reason for gardening, take up
a lot of space. We live in an area where the
growing season is so short we don’t dare plant
the seeds directly into the ground.

So we begin with whatever sized
transplants we either raise indoors or
purchase. I started out with great expectations

Preparing the garden beds for planting is extremely important. Make sure the soil is rich
with compost for good harvests. Photo by Michael Beatley

Do I make straight
furrows?

They’re straight
enough for my
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Rental Income and Expenses - Real Estate Tax Tips Part II
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another. They don’t need exactly the same
nutrients from the soil and of course one
primarily grows on top of the ground and the
other below it. They’re not competing with one
another.

But as the author of the book
recommended years ago and it still holds true,
don’t plant broccoli next to your tomatoes. 

And why does this happen? It’s called
allelopathy. That’s when plants suppress or
enhance another’s growth. On one side we
have carrots and tomatoes that like each other,
and then we have broccoli, cauliflower and all
of the brassica plants that don’t like tomatoes. 

Allelopathy refers to the biochemicals also
known as allelochemicals that plants give off as
they grow. To explain this a little differently
various parts of a plant can leach, there’s root
exudation (fluid or fluids that emitted),
volatilization (to cause to pass off in vapor),
residue decomposition (what soil microbes
feed on and require), according to the
University of Florida Extension.

I like to plant carrots next to my tomatoes

and I add basil to make a
happy combination.
Experts on the subject
swear that basil makes
tomatoes taste better. My
taste buds aren’t that
refined, but I still do it.

Now to make this a
really happy place, I add
marigolds. Marigolds
attract bees and other
pollinators that are good
for assisting plant
reproduction. They’re
great in fighting against
harmful nematodes in the
soil, and they help repel
certain pests you probably
don’t want around your
tomatoes.

Marigolds can also
attract predator insects
that can lend a hand in
keeping away some of
those garden pests.

I like all sizes and colors of marigolds for my
garden. They brighten up the place and can be
added right into the garden beds or in hanging
pots.

A former Meadow Valley resident had the
art of permaculture down pat. Her areas for
plantings were truly a jumble of happy plants.

Here would be a stock of corn, there would be
a cluster of lettuce. In another area the tops of
carrots would show off next to another plant.

What this gardener did was to achieve
exactly what its advocate Bill Mollison
intended. It’s a harmonious blend of plants. 

“The conscious design and maintenance of
agriculturally productive systems which have
the diversity, stability, and resilience of natural
ecosystems. It is the harmonious integration of
the landscape with people providing their
food, energy, shelter and other material and
non-material needs in a sustainable way,”
Mollison explained in “Modern Farmer.”

Whatever the explanation, it was an
experience that always was eye-pleasing as well
as lifted my spirits. I guess that’s where the
harmonious part also comes in, what made the
plants happy also made for enjoyment on my
part.

I’ve tried to duplicate the principles of
permaculture into various gardens, but I think
I will stick with companion planting. I seem to
understand it better although the pair are kin.

There’s so much that can be discussed
about plant benefits with one another and
what won’t work. Marigolds are by no means
the only flowers that fit into the companion
planting scheme. So those that are interested
in learning more there’s a whole internet filled
with articles, books and more to help you
along the way.
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EVE
THIN
1/3H

on starting the majority of my seeds indoors.
This is true especially with my heirloom
tomato varieties.

As I’ve said in other stories I love the sense
of history behind heirlooms. The more I know
the better. Did Thomas Jefferson raise this
particular variety at Monticello? What’s the
story behind say the Mortgage Lifter or the
Arkansas Traveler? Where do people think the

variety originated? Does its origins give me
clues as to whether it will do well in a climate
where the days are hot, and the nights cool to
cold?

What I did try to start from seed didn’t get
my usual dose of TLC. So I’ve ended up with
two pineapple plants.

It’s disappointing. I won’t get to try a few
new varieties this year, but it’s my own fault. 

Companion planting
While I started off talking about the

importance of straight lines, there’s so much
more to gardening success than just sticking
seeds in the ground.

Pay attention to the seed package
directions. Some seeds want to be planted in a
shallow furrow and others need to be a little
deeper.

I also pay attention to what I want together.
I think it was in 1989 or 1990 that I bought my
first copy of Carrots Love Tomatoes by Louise
Riotte. That book literally changed my life—
gardening wise.

I still prefer the original book. It was
reorganized around 1998 and although I’ve
used it, I still like the original version. To me
it’s filled with all sorts of tidbits that the
reorganized version lacks, although the newer
one doesn’t require quite as much page
turning.

I still can’t plant my garden without a copy
of it handy. Yes, I’ve learned a lot, but I tend to
doubt myself and double check and then
check again to make certain I have it just right.

Companion planting, as I said, is all about
what plants like each other and which ones
hate one another.

As the book title implies, carrots and
tomatoes really do beneficial things for one

Planting his peas when there’s snow on the ground is a habit of Michael Beatley’s. There’s
something in the snow that helps the development along. Photo by Michael Beatley Brassicas—cabbage, cauliflower and other members of the

same family do better in cooler temperatures. Cool and cold
nights don’t bother them. Photo by Michael Beatley
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Some brought food and drink and illegal
substances and did not clean up after
themselves — or their dogs. But all that
calmed down a few years back when Eriksen
restored the area around the tub. She fenced
off her property and put up a gate and now
has much better control of who comes to the
resort where she lives.

These days you either have to be a guest of
the hot springs to use it or enroll as a “Friend
of the Hot Springs” ($25 for the membership).
You pay via paypal online and text Eriksen for
a timeslot for a private soak for you and your
party for $10 a person.

Walking down to the hot springs is a visual
treat with berry bushes flanking either side of
the path. The new bridge offers a bit of zen-
like tranquility, too. The visitor turns slightly,

smelling the sulfur but
becomes momentarily
overwhelmed by the beauty.
There sits the tub built in
the 1930s (seats six
comfortably) and the river
beyond. Visitors are known
to cold plunge in the river
and heat back up in the tub.
A mated pair of geese have
taken up residence across
the river but often come sit
at the edge of the hot
springs. If you come during
the day, it’s shiny and bright
and the fool’s gold in the
river reflects the brightness.
If you go at night on a full

moon it feels absolutely magical — but bring
a flashlight as it’s not lit.

The “resort” was established in the 1930s,
back when ‘health resorts’ were a major draw
(think Calistoga). Once the site had a
restaurant (Woody’s); the building still
stands. Eriksen purchased the property in
2000 and spent the next 10 years slowly
refurbishing the cabins and the landscaping.

There are little gardening touches
everywhere and plenty of places where a few
people can gather around a fire pit or gazebo.
Eriksen has hosted a few weddings and
birthday parties in recent years (pre-COVID)

along with the concerts and often houses
musicians who play the concerts onsite.
Eriksen is anxious for the concerts to start up
again. An avid music lover, she sought out
bands she heard and tracked them down to
get them to play; Mandarine Orange being
one of her most memorable concerts she
hosted.

Since the annual re-open this April, Feather
River Hot Springs has been booked most
weekends with a few openings in the middle
of each week. The business is appreciated
after COVID shut down so much tourism last
year.

But it’s a whole lot to handle when you’re
just one person and her dog. Eriksen says
many regulars help out and moving to Air
BnB registrations along with a frequent
patron revamping the website has helped
tremendously. She’s hired someone on for
enhanced cleaning of the cabins, too. She’s
looking into the whole property one day
becoming a nonprofit organization, hosting
conferences and events that would benefit the
local area and the public at large.

But for now, as Blossom barks a brief
greeting to the next vistors at the gate and
heads back to Eriksen’s side — it’s just nice to
be able to relax once again and enjoy a slow
summer day and night on the river.

For more information, see
http://featherriverhotsprings.com/.

here’s not a cloud in the sky on a
Thursday late afternoon when Blossom
— Rocki Eriksen’s elderly canine
companion greets another guest at the
gate and ushers them inside. He stops

to close the gate behind him and Eriksen
waves welcome to her guests — a couple up
from the Bay Area.

They’ve been coming up here for a few
years now, and bring a few friends with them

each time. The man walks over to where
Eriksen and I sit in front of the office in
Adirondack chairs. He’s grinning ear to ear.

“You’re the best hot springs four hours from
the Bay. This is such a dream of a place. No
distractions,” the man said. He tells her of the
friends joining them and their plans to make
sure all will be kosher. He looks like a man
who has found a secret treasure. “You should
charge more,” he says and asks the possibility
of getting in a late night soak after nine. He’s
vaccinated, he adds with a smile.

Everything is in bloom and green and the
fresh pine scent is intoxicating and
welcoming.

Eriksen keeps the Feather River Hot
Springs with its RV sites, tent camping, and
cabins open six months out of the year
(starting in April this year). Along with the
overnight stays (by reservations through Air
BnB), is a nursery California Sister (Eriksen’s
background is in horticulture), which
specializes in plants native to our part of the
Sierras and an outdoor stage called The
Chicken Coop, which hosts concerts from
April to October with mostly acoustic
Americana, Bluegrass, Blues and Folk music.
It’s located right on Highway 70 in Twain.

But the real treat for most visitors is the hot
springs. The hot springs have long been a
favorite of guests from out of the area and
locals alike. For a long time, a visitor stuck $6
in a lock box on the inside of the gate and
walked down the path to the springs. But it
could be a mixed bag. Some people didn’t pay.
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REGULAR MAINTENANCE

AIR CONDITIONING
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

TIMING BELTS • OIL CHANGES
TUNE UPS • BRAKES

COMPUTER DIAGNOSTICS

Local people and local products
supporting our community.

Serving Plumas and
Lassen Counties
for over 24 years

R E S I D E N T I A L
&  C O M M E R C I A L

Call us for a
FREE ESTIMATE

(530) 258-3306
www.digitconst.com

CA Lic #747715  •  LTO #A11254

By Meg Upton
mupton@plumasnews.com

Everything is in
bloom and the fresh
pine scent intoxicates
at Feather River
Hot Springs

The rustic resort provides a getaway retreat spot as well as
summertime concert venue. Photo by Meg Upton

Humans aren’t the only beings to enjoy
the tranquility at Feather River Hot
Springs. Photo by Meg Upton

The hot springs are located next to the
river and have provided a haven for nearly
100 years. Photo by Meg Upton
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Some brought food and drink and illegal
substances and did not clean up after
themselves — or their dogs. But all that
calmed down a few years back when Eriksen
restored the area around the tub. She fenced
off her property and put up a gate and now
has much better control of who comes to the
resort where she lives.

These days you either have to be a guest of
the hot springs to use it or enroll as a “Friend
of the Hot Springs” ($25 for the membership).
You pay via paypal online and text Eriksen for
a timeslot for a private soak for you and your
party for $10 a person.

Walking down to the hot springs is a visual
treat with berry bushes flanking either side of
the path. The new bridge offers a bit of zen-
like tranquility, too. The visitor turns slightly,

smelling the sulfur but
becomes momentarily
overwhelmed by the beauty.
There sits the tub built in
the 1930s (seats six
comfortably) and the river
beyond. Visitors are known
to cold plunge in the river
and heat back up in the tub.
A mated pair of geese have
taken up residence across
the river but often come sit
at the edge of the hot
springs. If you come during
the day, it’s shiny and bright
and the fool’s gold in the
river reflects the brightness.
If you go at night on a full

moon it feels absolutely magical — but bring
a flashlight as it’s not lit.

The “resort” was established in the 1930s,
back when ‘health resorts’ were a major draw
(think Calistoga). Once the site had a
restaurant (Woody’s); the building still
stands. Eriksen purchased the property in
2000 and spent the next 10 years slowly
refurbishing the cabins and the landscaping.

There are little gardening touches
everywhere and plenty of places where a few
people can gather around a fire pit or gazebo.
Eriksen has hosted a few weddings and
birthday parties in recent years (pre-COVID)

along with the concerts and often houses
musicians who play the concerts onsite.
Eriksen is anxious for the concerts to start up
again. An avid music lover, she sought out
bands she heard and tracked them down to
get them to play; Mandarine Orange being
one of her most memorable concerts she
hosted.

Since the annual re-open this April, Feather
River Hot Springs has been booked most
weekends with a few openings in the middle
of each week. The business is appreciated
after COVID shut down so much tourism last
year.

But it’s a whole lot to handle when you’re
just one person and her dog. Eriksen says
many regulars help out and moving to Air
BnB registrations along with a frequent
patron revamping the website has helped
tremendously. She’s hired someone on for
enhanced cleaning of the cabins, too. She’s
looking into the whole property one day
becoming a nonprofit organization, hosting
conferences and events that would benefit the
local area and the public at large.

But for now, as Blossom barks a brief
greeting to the next vistors at the gate and
heads back to Eriksen’s side — it’s just nice to
be able to relax once again and enjoy a slow
summer day and night on the river.

For more information, see
http://featherriverhotsprings.com/.

here’s not a cloud in the sky on a
Thursday late afternoon when Blossom
— Rocki Eriksen’s elderly canine
companion greets another guest at the
gate and ushers them inside. He stops

to close the gate behind him and Eriksen
waves welcome to her guests — a couple up
from the Bay Area.

They’ve been coming up here for a few
years now, and bring a few friends with them

each time. The man walks over to where
Eriksen and I sit in front of the office in
Adirondack chairs. He’s grinning ear to ear.

“You’re the best hot springs four hours from
the Bay. This is such a dream of a place. No
distractions,” the man said. He tells her of the
friends joining them and their plans to make
sure all will be kosher. He looks like a man
who has found a secret treasure. “You should
charge more,” he says and asks the possibility
of getting in a late night soak after nine. He’s
vaccinated, he adds with a smile.

Everything is in bloom and green and the
fresh pine scent is intoxicating and
welcoming.

Eriksen keeps the Feather River Hot
Springs with its RV sites, tent camping, and
cabins open six months out of the year
(starting in April this year). Along with the
overnight stays (by reservations through Air
BnB), is a nursery California Sister (Eriksen’s
background is in horticulture), which
specializes in plants native to our part of the
Sierras and an outdoor stage called The
Chicken Coop, which hosts concerts from
April to October with mostly acoustic
Americana, Bluegrass, Blues and Folk music.
It’s located right on Highway 70 in Twain.

But the real treat for most visitors is the hot
springs. The hot springs have long been a
favorite of guests from out of the area and
locals alike. For a long time, a visitor stuck $6
in a lock box on the inside of the gate and
walked down the path to the springs. But it
could be a mixed bag. Some people didn’t pay.
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From the most recent
in off-road technology to
the hottest new
snowmobiles, we can
help you find the
recreational vehicle
that’s made for you!

Honda Generators!

123 Crescent St., Hwy 70, Quincy • 8888 2 RIDE 1 • 530.283.2136

Lake Almanor
Real Estate

289 Clifford Drive • Lake Almanor
530-259-5687

DRE #01847475
A member of the BHH Affiliates, LLC

BHHSLakeAlmanor.com

910 Clifford Drive,
Lake Almanor Country Club

712 Conifer Trail,
Lake Almanor Country Club

5810 Highway 147,
Lake Almanor East Shore

$389,500
$719,000

$749,000

671-595 Edgewood Dr.,
Pine Town

462-815 Clear Creek Dr.,
Clear Creek

286 Wagon Road,
Martin Ranch

$308,000
$307,999

$795,000

n attractive front entrance area gives
a home curb appeal that invites
both guests and potential
homebuyers. Upgrading a home’s
exterior can be as simple as painting

or as complex as installing new windows or
adding a patio.

One of the easiest and quickest ways to

boost curb appeal is to paint (and repair if
needed) a home’s front door, molding and
trim. Painting garage doors, porches,
shutters, doorsteps, flower boxes, furniture,
mailboxes/stands, and window trim are other
potential projects, as is changing the front
door hardware.

Replacing windows, gutters and

downspouts; adding molding to a door;
building or buying outdoor furniture; a
unique mailbox and stand, or flower
containers; and adding or expanding a patio
area/porch require a large investment of time
and money. Home sales experts agree: Curb
appeal may be the most important of home
sales tools.

Curb appeal is
important in
selling your

home

Eye-catching exteriors help in selling a home
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eal estate transactions often involve
significant amounts of money. As a result,
it's common for both buyers and sellers to
enlist the services of a host of
professionals.

Real estate agents and brokers can help
buyers, sellers and investors successfully navigate
real estate transactions, and each can serve their
clients in different ways.

Both buyers and sellers may work with real
estate agents and/or real estate brokers en route to
buying or selling their homes. Agents and brokers

are not one and the same, and there are some
important distinctions between the two.

Real estate agents are professionally licensed
individuals who can help home buyers, sellers and
property owners rent their homes. Once
individuals finish their required training, they must
take a written exam that tests their knowledge of
federal real estate laws and general principles as
well as the laws specific to the state in which they
want to become licensed.

Real estate brokers have continued their
education past the agent level and have obtained a

broker's license. Each state has its own
requirements in regard to becoming a licensed
broker, but education and examinations are
necessary regardless of where a person lives.
Brokers also will study and learn about legal issues
in regard to real estate. 

There is more than one type of real estate broker.
Principal/designated brokers oversee all agents at a
given firm while managing brokers tend to focus on
hiring and training. Associate brokers have their
broker's license but work directly under a managing
broker.

Agents and brokers are well trained to navigate real estate transactions
Tip of the month:
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www.LakeAlmanorBrokers.com

452 Peninsula Drive, Lake Almanor
Phone: (530) 596-3303 • Fax: (530) 596-3330 

119 Main St., Chester
Phone: (530) 258-3303 • Fax: (530) 258-4873 EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
BRE #01948890

Beautiful two story ranch home with three
bedrooms, three baths. Sits on 52 acres with ag
well that is fully fenced and cross fenced. Attached
pool room with 7' x 14' swim spa and hot tub.

Perfect setup for horses with a 45' x 63' hay
barn and large corral area. Included are 24

water shares and an ag well which
produces over 600 gpm and over a
half mile of wheel lines. Large pump
house and tack room. Don't miss this
opportunity to buy a turn key horse

ranch/farm!.........................$699,000

Melanie Westbrook,
Broker, Owner

Lic. #01939561
530.249.1061

Dawn Meyers,
Realtor

Lic. #01788277
530.310.4614

Michelle Purdy,
Realtor

Lic. #02096962
530.480.8955

Brittany Alkire,
Realtor

Lic. #02085827
530.591.0415

Don Kirkpatrick,
Realtor

Lic. #01809743
530.310.0132

Ashley Parker,
Realtor

Lic. #02095475
530.310.6513
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ome ownership is a dream for many
people. In fact, buying a home is
considered by many people to be a
major life accomplishment.
Various factors determine what

makes a home an attractive place to live.
While some considerations may overlap,
others may be unique to individual buyers.
Those new to the real estate arena may want
to consider the following factors as they
search for a new place to call home.

Property taxes
Property taxes can greatly affect the

overall cost of living in a particular home.
Property taxes will usually be factored into a
monthly mortgage payment, and how high
(or low) taxes are can turn an affordable
mortgage payment into something that can
break a budget. When calculating payments,
be sure to include property taxes in your
estimates.

Local schools
For potential homeowners with children

or those planning on becoming parents, area
schools should merit significant
consideration. Research school rankings and
reviews, but know that rankings can change.
American Family Insurance Company says to
also look at the school budget history of
towns you're considering to see if residents
prioritize funding for education. This can be a
measure of how important education is in a

given community, certainly the case in
Lassen, Plumas and Sierra counties.

Commute times
Home ownership involves both lifestyle

and financial decisions. Calculate the time it
will take to travel to and from work when
considering a certain town or neighborhood.
Clearly a benefit to living in our northern
Sierra region.

Lifestyle options
Quality nightlife, arts and history,

community events, proximity to cultural
centers or cities, and other factors are at play
in choosing a home. Make sure your new
community allows you to still enjoy the things
you're passionate about.
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Beautifully maintained 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with an oversized
master suite, large master bath with jetted tub and more. Wood flooring
and carpets throughout this beautiful home. Oversized kitchen, granite
counters, stainless appliances and plenty of storage. Backyard offers

large seating area, hot tub, landscaped, lots of outdoor lighting and drip
system. RV or boat parking. Upgraded to the max and too much to list.

Asking price $394,950.

You’ve got to see
this one!

Lower Williams Valley Rd., Greenville. Year round creek,
3 bedroom, 2 bath on 7.09 acres..............$375,000

8135 North Valley Rd., Greenville, with awesome views.
3 bedroom, 2 bath on 7.37 acres..............$339,000

Linda W. Gillam
Realtor • Associate

LakeAlmanorBrokers.com

530.356.4543

Full Service Real Estate Company

BRE #01080683
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

®REALTOR

Marcia Stallworth
BRE #00604744

619.997.0014 
pacificgal101@msn.com

309 Peninsula Drive,  Lake Almanor
almanorhomes.com

530.596.4899

Very Unique
Property, Close
to Lake Almanor, Private River Access
Bring the family to frolic in the lake, fish, golf,
snowmobile, hike and explore the beauty of the
gorgeous Sierras. This property would be very difficult
to duplicate - .80 acres along the Feather River. You
can build your own river beach! This could be the
home of your dreams, a lot to work with and the
possibilities are plentiful. The home is older, originally
built in 1941, and has that wonderful country charm
with modern conveniences. Much has been recently
updated and it just needs someone to finish off the
repairs and upgrades, it is almost finished. Come
personalize it! A must see....................$575,000

Buying a home involves considering
various factors that can affect your
budget and quality of life
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s COVID worries and restrictions
continue to linger, it can be hard to
find volunteer opportunities. Some
community organizations have
temporarily ceased or curtailed

operations, and individuals may continue to
feel uncomfortable interacting outside their

households. But here’s a way that adults of
any age can volunteer from home, in any
location, on their own schedule: write letters
to prisoners!

I first considered corresponding with
prisoners when I volunteered with the
Prisoners Literature Project in Berkeley
(prisonlit.org) years ago. That organization
fulfills prisoners’ book requests, but I also
met volunteers who exchanged personal
letters with incarcerated individuals.

Fears and concerns got in the way, though.
I imagined uncomfortable and scary
scenarios in which I would somehow be taken
advantage of. Even if I did write to someone,
what would we have in common? And does
correspondence really make a difference for
prisoners?

Then my grandma passed away. She and I
had written regularly ever since I could
remember, and I had written to her nearly
every day in the last years. I decided to honor
her memory by delving deeper into the prison
pen pal idea. 

Benefits
Turns out letter writing offers far more

than just a way to pass the time for prisoners.
After all, this is one of the only populations
truly reliant on old-fashioned correspondence
in the digital age! Here are just a few areas
prison correspondence supports.

Letters are a link to the outside world.
Even stories that seem mundane to us —
about, say, walking the dog or cooking a meal
— can brighten a prisoner’s day and remind
him or her that there is a larger world out
there.

Communication is a social skill. The give
and take of building a connection is a vital

We feature hundreds of quilt
kits, books, patterns, notions
and fabrics galore. Shop
online for kits, panels and
fabrics. Stop by the store to
say hello and select fabrics
from a rainbow of colors!

www.quiltkitstore.com
HOURS: Tues-Sat 9 am-6 pm

www.countrypinesquiltshop.com
704-395 Richmond Rd. East, Susanville • 530.257.4071

Volunteering from
home: A guide to
safe correspondence
with prisoners

Letters from prisoners may be opened or
censored before being sent, depending
on the sender’s institution. The different
handwriting of these two correspondents
is one example of how different their
personalities and backgrounds are.
Photo by Ingrid Burke

By Ingrid Burke
iburkewriteandedit@gmail.com

A

skill that prisoners, like the rest of us, need.
They can use social skills immediately, while
incarcerated, and these skills ease
reintegration after release (if applicable).

English language proficiency takes
practice. Even for native English speakers,
writing and reading letters helps develop
language proficiency that is necessary for
both school and work, both in and out of
prison.

We all appreciate encouragement and
support. Encouraging a prisoner to work
toward his or her goals can help him or her
stay on track and ultimately reenter society
successfully.

Long-term relationships are precious.
Family and friends often fall away when a
person is incarcerated, meaning a
correspondent may be one of the only long-
term connections in a prisoner’s life.
Relationships that persist over time can have
a valuable, positive effect on self-esteem and
general outlook.

Safety
Yes, I was concerned about safety. Sure, I

use a post office box, but it’s a small town. I’m
certain it wouldn’t be difficult to track me
down no matter how hard I tried to be
anonymous. But the more research I did, the
more positive stories I read.  I felt confident
that I could find a way to mitigate my

concerns. (I found the stories and guidance at
sisterhelen.org especially grounding and
encouraging.) Here are my tips, based on my
personal experience.

Use a post office box. Even though this is
not a guarantee of anonymity, I feel like it
provides an important boundary. Fortunately
for us in Plumas County, it’s easy to access
postal facilities without enduring long lines
or traffic jams.

Adjust your public presence. I changed my
Facebook settings to ensure that any photos
and information visible to nonfriends would
also be appropriate to share with a prison pen
pal. If you have a website or other type of
public presence, edit out any identifying
details you wouldn’t share with your
correspondent.

Choose a reputable service. I went with
writeaprisoner.com, which maintains a forum
and an extensive repertoire of resources as
well as hundreds of profiles for inmates
seeking pen pals.

Separate romantic and platonic listings. I
avoided all pen pal listings that even remotely
suggested romance, dating, or financial
support. (I ruled out any profiles sharing lots
of physical characteristics or seeking only
correspondents with certain characteristics.)
However, someone open to romance could
seek out prisoners hoping for something
more than friendship.

Check the location and release date. Due
to my own uncertainty about the process, I
chose prisoners who were serving long
sentences in relatively distant facilities. I
didn’t feel ready to form a connection with
someone who was nearby or whose release
was imminent, and I wasn’t sure I was ready
to correspond with anyone on Death Row
either.

Read the backstory. Write A Prisoner
profiles include the basic crime the inmate
was convicted of (for example, first degree
murder). I was often able to find more details
in news stories by performing a Google search
with the inmate’s full name (in quotation
marks) and the crime. I struggled with how
deeply to judge whom to write to based on his
or her crime. Ultimately, I decided to
eliminate all perpetrators of crimes against
women or children, and any specific crimes I
felt were especially heinous. 
Obviously, this is a very personal process, and
anyone interested in writing to prisoners will
need to do some soul searching to determine
the path to take.
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s COVID worries and restrictions
continue to linger, it can be hard to
find volunteer opportunities. Some
community organizations have
temporarily ceased or curtailed

operations, and individuals may continue to
feel uncomfortable interacting outside their

households. But here’s a way that adults of
any age can volunteer from home, in any
location, on their own schedule: write letters
to prisoners!

I first considered corresponding with
prisoners when I volunteered with the
Prisoners Literature Project in Berkeley
(prisonlit.org) years ago. That organization
fulfills prisoners’ book requests, but I also
met volunteers who exchanged personal
letters with incarcerated individuals.

Fears and concerns got in the way, though.
I imagined uncomfortable and scary
scenarios in which I would somehow be taken
advantage of. Even if I did write to someone,
what would we have in common? And does
correspondence really make a difference for
prisoners?

Then my grandma passed away. She and I
had written regularly ever since I could
remember, and I had written to her nearly
every day in the last years. I decided to honor
her memory by delving deeper into the prison
pen pal idea. 

Benefits
Turns out letter writing offers far more

than just a way to pass the time for prisoners.
After all, this is one of the only populations
truly reliant on old-fashioned correspondence
in the digital age! Here are just a few areas
prison correspondence supports.

Letters are a link to the outside world.
Even stories that seem mundane to us —
about, say, walking the dog or cooking a meal
— can brighten a prisoner’s day and remind
him or her that there is a larger world out
there.

Communication is a social skill. The give
and take of building a connection is a vital
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Volunteering from
home: A guide to
safe correspondence
with prisoners

Letters from prisoners may be opened or
censored before being sent, depending
on the sender’s institution. The different
handwriting of these two correspondents
is one example of how different their
personalities and backgrounds are.
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ach year the Memorial Day weekend
launches America’s summer
recreation season in earnest with the
nation’s first three-day summer
holiday. There’s no exception here in
Lassen County where the Memorial

Day weekend marks the opening of the
fishing season at Eagle Lake — one of the true
jewels of Lassen County.

Melting glaciers during the last ice age

created Eagle Lake, the second largest natural
lake in California. Located about 16 miles
north of Susanville, Eagle Lake covers about
22,000 acres with more than 100 miles of
shoreline and is home to the prized and world
famous Eagle Lake Trout.

The Lassen College Foundation manages
the Eagle Lake Recreation Area under a
special use permit from the U.S. Forest
Service, Lassen National Forest.

A number of campgrounds are available —
Merrill Campground (173 sites), Aspen
Campground (tent-only area), Christie
Campground (69 RV and tent-friendly sites),
Eagle Campground (50 sites only ½ mile from
the Marina) and West Eagle Group
Campground (two large group sites for 75 to
100 people). The campgrounds are staffed by

friendly and helpful hosts.
All the sites offer flush toilets, trash

collection, drinking water, firewood for sale,
fire rings, a grill and a picnic table. 

Many of the sites are available for
reservation by calling Reserve America at
(877) 444-6777 or by going to
www.recreation.gov.

Visitors won’t want to miss the 5.2-mile
paved bike and hiking trail.

But what about the fishing?
Most fisherfolk know Eagle Lake is famous

as the home of the Eagle Lake Trout, a unique
red-fleshed species that has adapted to the
lake’s alkaline water.

Valerie Aubrey, author of the Eagle Lake
Fishing Report (online at
eaglelakefishing.net), said the low water
levels caused by drought-like conditions
continue at the lake.

“Pine Creek didn’t flow into Eagle Lake this
year, so we’ll probably be about eight inches
below our lowest point by fall,” Valerie said.
She added there were 89 diversions on 40
miles of Pine Creek last year.

She acknowledged springs in the lake
contribute to the water level, but she believes
the flow from Pine Creek has the greater
effect on the lake level

The low water level is sure to affect the boat
launches at the north end of the lake, Valerie
said, “but the south end of the lake will be
good.” She said the Marina will be the only
place where boats can launch this year.

“It will be what it is, but it will be
manageable,” Valerie said.

Despite the low water level, Valerie expects
the fishing to be good this year.

“They should be fat and sassy this year,”
Valerie said. “They should be pulling in 17- to
20-inch fish.”
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The fall months typically provide the best
fishing at Eagle Lake, and Valerie said people
were pulling in four- and five-pound fish last
fall. But the fishing was good all season.

“We pulled in a lot of three to fours all
season last year,” Valerie said.

How to fish Eagle Lake
Valerie said the best way to fish Eagle Lake

depends on a number of factors.
“It changes every year as to what to do on

opening day,” Valerie said. “It depends a lot on
the water temperatures. If we’re pushing 60 or
63 degrees on opening day, the fish are going
to be in a different location than they would
be if it were 50 or 55 degrees.”

While the traditional wisdom suggests the
Eagle Lake Trout prefer cooler water, Valerie
said with the drought conditions, the fish are
also sensitive to the oxygen levels as well.

“Since the drought it’s actually become very
critical on where the dissolved oxygen is,”
Valerie said. “In the heat of the summer when
the lake used to get thermal climes, we’d find
our fish regularly at 29 to 30 feet deep
because that’s where the oxygen was despite
the water temperature. The last couple of
years we’ve had a thermal clime for a week
maybe two and it washes out. The dissolved
oxygen tanks below 22 feet and the fish live at

73-degree water temperature just to breathe.”
Another piece of traditional wisdom about

fishing Eagle Lake centers on learning the
lake from a local fishing guide.

“I always suggest people get a guide their
first time up here and get a feel for it, and
they’ll at least be able to catch fish the first
week they’re up here,” Valerie said. “The guide
will usually say, ‘If they’re not here in two or
three days, try over here.’ That’s the benefit of
having a guide.”

Improving genetics
Each year the California Department of

Fish and Wildlife captures Eagle Lake Trout at
the Pine Creek Fish Trap for spawning
purposes, a program that began in the 1950s.
The eggs are raised at the Crystal Lake
Hatchery and replanted in Eagle Lake and
other waters statewide.

Valerie said since the spawning practices
have improved and have a big impact in the
quality of the fish.

“Since 2015 they’ve had to do DNA studies
on a pair of fish,” Valerie said, and they can
only mix eggs with one male and one female
and do the DNA. We’ve gotten back to
orange-fleshed fish, a hardier fish, a faster
growing fish and a longer living fish … Since
they’ve been doing that we’re getting our old
quality of fish back.”

A local photographer captured this image
of a hawk at Eagle Lake. If you keep your
eyes open, you might even see a bald
eagle or an osprey. Photo by Diane Graton

The American Legion in Spalding
presents the only 4th of July parade in
Lassen County over the holiday weekend.
File photo
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ig changes are coming to the
certified Farmers Market in
Susanville. This year Lassen Land
and Trails Trust, the market’s
traditional operator, shares that

responsibility with the Local Area
Revitalization Co-Op, and LARP plans to
take over the market completely next year,
according to Sandra Horst, a LARP officer.
She said she has taken over the
administration and operation of the popular

weekly market this year.
This year the market is expanding into

October, offering 17 Farmers Markets instead
of the traditional 13, but the end goal is to
offer a year-round market.

Sandra said the group, instrumental in the
creation and operation of the Susanville
Community Garden, is dedicated to
increasing participation by local growers
and bringing fresh food to local residents.

“We were standing in the community
garden — there were seven of us — and we
decided to start a co-op, a cooperative
corporation whose whole point and purpose
is to provide access to fresh food,” Sandra
said. “We want to get access to fresh foods
for the community. That’s what we do. We
help growers. We help people who want to
be producers. We help get them get their
produce from farm to market.”

The market will have new hours this year
— running from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. every
Saturday between June 12 and Oct. 2 in
Pancera Plaza on South Gay Street just off
Main Street in Susanville.

Susanville Farmers Market
looks to the future

Web Design • Web Development • Support
Maintenance • Updates • Speed Optimization

eCommerce Sites • Membership Sites

smcdesign.dev • 530.616.8111 • info@smcdesign.dev

Let’s create the website
of your dreams...

OPEN MON-SAT 10-4
531 Main St., Quincy

530.283.2266

Jewelry • Gifts • Purses
Clothing • Art/Office Supplies

Copy/Print/Scan/Fax
Quincy Souvenirs

All the fun in
one stop!

By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com

If you’re looking for fresh produce, check
out the Susanville Farmers Market on
Pancera Plaza every Saturday June 12
through Oct. 2. File photo

‘We help people
get their produce

from farm to
market.’

— Sandra Horst
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• Cottage industry prepared food or
baked items: Obtain a permit prior to sale
through the Lassen County Health
Department, located at 1443 Paul Bunyan
Road. Call 251-8183. Vendors of prepared
foods to be consumed at the market must
have soap and hot water for a hand washing
station.

• Hand-made items or crafts: Obtain a
California Seller Permit from the California
State Board of Equalization. Applications are
available online at boe.ca.gov/info/reg.htm.

• Food vendors: All food vendors must
accept EBT or WIC when applicable. Call
Lassen Land and Trails Trust for more
information at 257-3252.

• Certificate of insurance: Obtain an
insurance certificate holding Lassen Land
and Trails Trust harmless and indemnifies
the trust from any and all bodily injury,
property damage or loss arising out of
activities for which vendor and LLTT
contract in this agreement.

• Note: All vendors must provide their
own tables and shade canopies.

For more information on the Lassen
County Public Health Department, call 251-
8528.

According to the LARP website, “Sandra
grew up in Salt lake City, Utah where the
outdoors are a year-round lifestyle. Her
absolute favorite place to be is outside.
Sandra is a mother and grandmother. She
has been an Early Childhood Educator for 23
years. Her passion is in connecting people to
each other and to the Earth. She enjoys
watching young children light up when they
discover the bounty of lessons a garden has
to offer. She runs a successful outdoor
education program for young children and
their families. She pursues her passion for
creating local sustainable food chains by
managing a local community garden and the
local Farmers Market. LARP allows Sandra
to refine her passion for sustainable
agriculture and utilize her networking skills
to better her local community.”

For more information or to become a
vendor, call Sandra at 249-8590 or email
Sandra@larpcooperative.com or
market@lassenlandandtrailstrust.org.
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The market follows the current state of
California and local public health
information in regards to COVID-19. As
needed, the market will make decisions and
take appropriate action. The market is
committed to continuing to adhere to public

health codes.
Many vendors at the market come from

the Central Valley, and Sandra said one of
LARP’s goals is to bring more local produce
to the market.

“Last year was the first time the market

had been in the black,” Sandra said, “and
that was during COVID. I really drove the
local connection to local vendors. It was
artisan heavy — it should be a Farmers
Market with more produce, more farm to
market.”

She said last year the market received a lot
of support from sponsors as well as from
vendors.

“That’s a very good sign,” Sandra said, “to
get beyond operating costs and really drive
the market program further.”

LARP also works with growers. While it’s
difficult and complicated for a grower to get
an “organic” certification, Sandra said it’s OK
for growers to grow produce without using
pesticides, and LARP is here to help them do
that.

“We’ve done that at the community garden
for four years,” Sandra said. “It’s very easy to
teach people how to grow fresh foods
without pesticides. It just takes a bit of
education.”

Performances by local musicians have
proved to be ever popular at the market, and
Sandra said the entertainers have booked
every Saturday spot already before the
market even opens for the season.

Vendors — what you need
• Agriculture products or produce:

Obtain a permit prior to sale through your
local Agriculture Commissioner. Lassen
County must be listed on all Producers’
Certificates. The Lassen
County Agriculture Commissioner is located
at 175 Russell Ave. Call 251-8110.

The summer harvest at Susanville Farmers Market is fresh, bountiful and delicious.
Photo submitted

Local residents frequent the Susanville Farmers Market in Pancera Plaza on Gay Street.
Photo submitted

Susanville’s Farmers Market offers baked
goods as well as produce. Photo submitted

Get your fresh local produce at
Susanville’s Farmers Market. This sign
says it all. Photo submitted

HCL

Greenville Rancheria

Tribal Medical Clinic
410 Main St., Greenville • 530.284.6135 • Fax 530.284.7594

Tribal Dental Clinic
410 Main St., Greenville • 530.284.7045 • Fax 530.284.1559

We accept Medicare, Medi-Cal, Managed Care and as a courtesy, we will bill most insurances. Now offering a sliding fee for eligible patients.
Medical, Dental, and sub-specialties as well as Transportation for established patients.

Medical & Dental Clinics are also located in Tehama County
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NOW OFFERING SOLAR!
Free On-Site Evaluation

• All Electrical Work and Service Calls

• Affordable Electrical Service

• Installation

• Repair and Service

• Reliable, Trusted and Professional

• We Also Repair Septic Tanks

before your power goes out!
Order your GENERAC for public safety power shutoffs!
It’s a good idea to have a professional service your generator once 

a year. Let Universal Electric be the one to guarantee your
generator is working properly when the utility power fails.

530.816.0685 CA LIC #840585

LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED

New Installs • Service
Repair • Service Calls

Free Estimates
All Electrical Work

Featuring exhibits on lumber grades, forest stands, old photos
and implements, the mission  is to teach principles of
lumbering, forestry and sustainability and there is
no admission fee.

The museum building, completed in 2007, was constructed to look like the
old sawmill building operated by Collins Pine Co. from 1943-2001. The open-beam structure
provides an appealing space where different species of wood from the area are featured. Inside are
information panels and interactive displays on lumbering, forestry, wood identification, principles of
sustainability and the history of Collins Pine. Visitors can view a film on forestry-related topics in the
museum’s small theater. 

Outside the building is a short viewing path featuring trucks and equipment used by Collins Pine
during the 1940s -1960s. There is also a 400-year-old Sugar Pine cross section dating back to 1620.

OPEN MID-MAY TO MID-OCTOBER, WED-SAT, 9-5

on the Collins Pine Lawn off

Main St., Chester • 530.258.2111

ot every town can boast of having a
homegrown circus, but Quincy,
California can. Now in its sixth year,
the Quincy-based circus — Quircus
— is excited to provide the region
with its do-it-yourself

entertainment that provides joy and wonder
both for its audiences and its participants
who often have never done something like
this before.

Recently in April after the same COVID
hiatus knocked out nearly all events in the
past year, Quircus reemerged for World
Circus Day setting up on the old schoolhouse
lawn for an afternoon of fun. Part of Quircus’
mission is to teach the circus arts to others.
Local children could be seen learning the
basics of juggling, stilt walking and aerial
silks that day. What could be more fun?

In past years there’s scarcely been a public
event — the annual Children’s Fair, the
Plumas Sierra County Fair, and their own

QUIRCUS

events that hasn’t included Quircus. Their
mission is simple: to provide space “for
creative people to learn, teach, or participate
in a variety of performances and community
events.” Self-entertainment, if you will.

In past years, Quircus has received grants
to help teach local school children circus arts.
What are circus arts? The most visual that
people see around town are the Stilt Walkers
towering above the average person by several
feet, their colorful appearance feels magical.
You can hear the mesmerized ‘wows’ of event
goers around them. How do they do that?
They give lessons at most Quircus events.

There are the fire dancers who literally
play with fire (in a completely safe and
controlled way, no worries). They often start
up in winter when there’s still snow on the
ground. There is something so powerful and

QUIRCUS

By Meg Upton
mupton@plumasnews.com

Quincy’s very
own circus

Kaitlynn Konundrum, of Quincy, is all smiles as she prepares to hoist herself onto aerial
silks. Photo by Joanne Burgueno

Quircus executive director Rayen Lowry,
aka Rosa del Fuego, incorporates COVID
safety into her costuming for Quircus.
Photo by Joanne Burgueno

TYRUS CHIMNEY SWEEP
Tyrus Herbertson, Owner

tyruschimneysweep@gmail.com • tyruschimneysweep.com

CA Contractor’s Lic. #988352
F.I.R.E. Certified Inspector

#FCI 256
CSIA Cert #6167

PO Box 3273, Quincy, CA

530.927.7459
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530.251.6028
2005 Main St., Susanville
mountainyogastudio.com

delightful to see them twirling fans and
batons with fire dancing on the end of them.
There’s their leader, Rayen Lowry (aka Rosa
del Fuego), who trains up new fire dancers
and who incorporates her training in dance
and fire eating into performances. And yes,
she’s willing to teach you how to swallow fire.
Who hasn’t wanted to play with fire — safely?

There’s aerial silk performers and
acrobalance where artists seem to defy gravity

while twirling mid-air with simple silk straps.
Or juggling. Or hula hooping or belly
dancing. You name the circus activity, and it
is happening in Quircus.

The secret to its success could be summed
up in one phrase: Anyone can join the circus!
There are no fees to join. It puts
entertainment in the hands of the people.
Maybe you’re shy but curious? Maybe you
always wanted to perform something but
didn’t feel comfortable singing and acting?
Here comes the circus. Learn to juggle! Dress
up! Have fun! Smile! When you join, you can
expect to perform professionally once you’ve
been trained up.

While there’s no Quircus ‘studio’ per se,
Quircus can be found practicing in both
Quincy and Greenville (at Downtown Farms
behind the sheriff station). The best way to
contact Quircus is through either its Facebook
page or its website: www.quircus.com. While
they play festivals, fairs and other events, they
also book for small private events.

Best of all, Quircus celebrates creativity
and circus arts into everyday living by pulling
participants and artists from the community.
Imagine being a child growing up in Quincy.
For today’s Quincy child, seeing a 10-foot tall
stilt walker going down the street might just
become normal — and what could be more
fun than that?

The stilt walkers of Quircus (left to
right) Kaitlynn Konundrum, Rosa del
Fuego, and Chelsea Weekly take
community to new heights on World
Circus Day in downtown Quincy.
Photo by Joanne Burgueno

Kids learn areal balance skills
during an afternoon of circus arts
training. Photo by Joanne Burgueno

Now you
can... ...join

the
circus!

HCL
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and implement large landscape scale
treatments that protect our forests,
watersheds and communities,” said Lloyd
Keefer, LFSC Chair.

LFSC’s Thompson Peak Initiative’s
principal partners include CalFire, Plumas
National Forest, the Bureau of Land
Management, Susanville Indian Rancheria,
Lassen County and the Honey Lake Valley
Resource Conservation District. Current
grant funding for the initiative comes from a
$3.4 million grant from the California Climate
Investments Program. It is a statewide
initiative that puts billions of Cap-and-Trade
dollars to work reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, strengthening the economy and
improving public health and the environment
– particularly in disadvantaged communities,
low-income communities, and low-income
households. 

In addition, the Sierra Nevada Conservancy
has provided $60,000 in capacity funds to
assist TPI with environmental clearances. TPI
also has additional funding requests pending
from the Lassen Resource Advisory Council
and Sierra Nevada Conservancy for
environmental clearance work on more than
10,000 acres of treatments on the Plumas
National Forest. It is expected this funding
will be secured within the next two months. A
$300,000 implementation-funding request
has also been made to the Western State
Foresters. 

he Lassen Fire Safe Council’s
Thompson Peak Initiative began
treatments in earnest in late October
2020. Treatments began in the area of
the original Janesville Fuelbreak,

where it connects to the Janesville Grade. The
council is expanding the fuelbreak by up to 1
mile in width through biomass thinning from
1 mile east of the grade and then heading
toward Elysian Valley. At the end of February
mastication treatments began on the western
end.

All the work is being accomplished
through the efforts of cooperating
landowners who want to improve the health
and resiliency of the forest and thereby
reduce their wildfire risk and that of the
community’s as well. The fuelbreak work is
well positioned at the base of the mountains
up against the Plumas National Forest where
steep slopes and heavy fuel loads pose a
significant wildfire threat to Janesville. 

Also in the queue for treatments are more
areas in Janesville, as well as Milford, and a
4,000 plus acre treatment area within the
Plumas National Forest known as the
Bootsole Project. Current funding for the TPI
runs through March 2024.The initiative is
following the footsteps of LFSC’s Diamond
Mountain Initiative where more than $6
million has been acquired for forest and
watershed restoration work south of
Susanville. 

“These initiatives bring together agencies,
tribes, local government and residents to plan
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168 Main St., Chester
530.258.4663

    — YOUR CUSTOM FRAMING EXPERT —
...providing quality and great design to suit your style.

We can custom frame for that
special wedding or any

celebration...
come see us!

530-283-1908
42331 Hwy. 70, Quincy, CA

Nesled along the beautiful Feather River
with full hookups, showers, laundry
facility and more. Open all year!

Independently Owned & Operated,
Proudly Serving Our Community

85 W. Main Street, Quincy

Thompson Peak Initiative
makes progress

Biomass utilization
thinning treatments
are under way near the
Janesville Grade. The
idea is to reduce the
fuel load and
minimize the danger
from a wildfire.
Photo submitted

By Tom Esgate
Lassen Fire Safe Council

Special to High Country Life

Biomass utilization treatments continue on Rio Dosa Drive in Janesville. Photo submitted
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Military.com reports the first celebration of
the flag’s birthday was held in 1877 on its
100th anniversary. Teacher BJ Cigrand, who
organized a June 14 celebration, is known as
the Father of Flag Day.

In 1912 President William Howard Taft
signed an executive order standardizing the
dimensions and elements of the flag.
President Woodrow Wilson established June
14 as Flag Day in 1916, as did President Calvin
Coolidge in 1927, and President Harry
Truman signed legislation in 1949 creating
National Flag Day on June 14.

How to display the flag
The American Flag should always be at the

top of any flagpole, especially if other flags
are on display. If there are multiple flagpoles,
the American Flag should be flown in the
center, and that flagpole should be the
highest. 

The American Flag should be raised in the
morning and taken down at night unless it is
illuminated.

For those who wear flags on uniforms, the
blue star field should be facing forward.

If you’re going to hang the flag from a
building, remember the star field should
always be displayed to the viewer’s left.

Flags may be repaired, but if one is beyond
repair, it should be delivered to a Veterans of
Foreign Wars Hall for proper disposal.

As incomprehensible as it might seem to
the patriots among us, in June 1989 the U.S.
Supreme Court upheld the rights of
protesters to burn the American flag as
expression of their First Amendment rights.
The court voted 5-4 in the Texas v. Johnson
case.

“If there is a bedrock principle underlying
the First Amendment, it is that the
government may not prohibit the expression
of an idea simply because society finds the
idea itself offensive or disagreeable,” wrote
Justice William Brennan.

Meaning behind the 13 folds
According to Military.com, the flag-folding

ceremony represents the same religious
principles on which our great country was
originally founded.

• The first fold of our flag is a symbol of life.
• The second fold is a symbol of our belief

in eternal life.

• The third fold is made in honor and
remembrance of the veteran departing our
ranks, and who gave a portion of his or her life
for the defense of our country to attain peace
throughout the world.

• The fourth fold represents our weaker

very elementary school student
probably knows the story of Betsy
Ross and the creation of her famous
Old Glory with its red and white
stripes and a circle of 13 white stars on
a blue background in the upper left-

hand corner. 
But they probably don’t know about its

predecessor, the first American flag, known
as the Continental Colors and authorized by
the Second Continental Congress in June 1775
that featured 13 red and white stripes and the
Union Jack in the corner. 

Some, including George Washington,
believed the nation needed its own unique
flag, and Congress approved the design used
on Ross’ Old Glory June 14, 1777.

This flag, the Stars and Stripes, was first
flown in battle Sept. 11, 1777 during the Battle
of Brandywine — a battle the Americans lost
that led to the capture of Philadelphia later
that month.

There are many claims regarding the
creation of Flag Day over the years. Hartford,
Connecticut celebrated the flag during the
summer of 1861, and in the late 1800s Flag
Day programs where held in schools across
the nation “to contribute to the
Americanization of immigrant children,”
according to the U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs.
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We have a day to
celebrate the flag

According to the legend, General George Washington visited Betsy Ross
to see her new flag, with five-pointed stars instead of the six-pointed
ones suggested by the future president. Photo submitted

By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com

America’s original flag contained the Union Jack of England, and with the Revolutionary
War underway, some Americans, including George Washington, found that
inappropriate. Photo submitted
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nature; as American citizens trusting in God, it is Him we turn to in times
of peace, as well as in times of war, for His divine guidance.

• The fifth fold is a tribute to our country. In the words of Stephen
Decatur, “Our country, in dealing with other countries, may she always be
right, but it is still our country, right or wrong.”

• The sixth fold is for where our hearts lie. It is with our heart that we
pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, and to the
republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with
liberty and justice for all.

• The seventh fold is a tribute to our armed forces for it is through the
armed forces that we protect our country and our flag against all enemies,
whether they be found within or without the boundaries of our republic.

• The eighth fold is a tribute to the one who entered into the valley of
the shadow of death, that we might see the light of day, and to honor our
mother, for whom it flies on Mother’s Day.

• The ninth fold is a tribute to womanhood. It has been through their
faith, love, loyalty and devotion that has molded the character of the men
and women who have made this country great.

• The 10th fold is a tribute to father, who has also given his sons and
daughters for the defense of our country since he or she was first born.

•The 11th fold represents the lower portion of the seal of King David
and King Solomon and glorifies the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.

• The 12th fold represents an emblem of eternity and glorifies God the
Father, the Son and Holy Ghost.

• The 13th and last fold, when the flag is completely folded, the stars are
uppermost, reminding us of our national motto, “In God We Trust.”

After the folding ceremony
After the flag is completely folded and tucked in, it has the appearance

of a cocked hat, ever reminding us of the soldiers who served under Gen.
George Washington and the sailors and Marines who served under Capt.
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   Howard Construction is a locally owned
and operated full service construction
company. Owner Kyle Howard has been
in the construction field since 1978,
building custom homes and other
structures in the Lake Almanor
Basin since the 1980s.
Howard Construction ranks
customer service first. We are
meticulous and strive for perfection.
We take pride in professionalism,
quality work and customer
satisfaction at a competitive price
while maintaining superior
service.

530.258.3541, Office • 530.258.1601, Cell • Mobile App: Text HC4U to 72727
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Remodels

Decks • Porches
Carports • Garages
Roofing • Plumbing
Electrical • Painting

Concrete Work
EPA Certified in

Renovations 
and Repair

Testing • Evaluation
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Removal

kyle@howardconstruction4u.com
Website: www.howardconstrucion4u.com 

John Paul Jones and were followed by their
comrades and shipmates in the U.S. Armed
Forces, preserving for us the rights, privileges
and freedoms we enjoy today.

The source and the date of origin of this Flag
Folding Procedure is unknown. However, some
sources attribute it to the Gold Star Mothers of
America while others to an Air Force chaplain
stationed at the United States Air Force
Academy. Some sources also indicate that the
13 folds are a nod to the original first 13
colonies. The flag folding ceremony is provided
as a solemn memorial to a person’s patriotic
service.Betsey Ross created this famous American flag. Below, an

early flag when there were only 15 states. Photos submitted

Every fold in the American flag that
decorates a veteran’s coffin has a specific

meaning. Photo submitted
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Photos by Dyer Mountain Photography

Featuring exhibits on lumber grades, forest stands, old photos
and implements, the mission  is to teach principles of
lumbering, forestry and sustainability and there is
no admission fee.

The museum building, completed in 2007, was constructed to look like the
old sawmill building operated by Collins Pine Co. from 1943-2001. The open-beam structure
provides an appealing space where different species of wood from the area are featured. Inside are
information panels and interactive displays on lumbering, forestry, wood identification, principles of
sustainability and the history of Collins Pine. Visitors can view a film on forestry-related topics in the
museum’s small theater. 

Outside the building is a short viewing path featuring trucks and equipment used by Collins Pine
during the 1940s -1960s. There is also a 400-year-old Sugar Pine cross section dating back to 1620.

OPEN MID-MAY TO MID-OCTOBER, WED-SAT, 9-5

on the Collins Pine Lawn off

Main St., Chester • 530.258.2111

Rev. Todd DuBord
Former Chaplain for Chuck Norris Trust your

investment to the
experts in auto

body repair and service!
Diagnostic Checks • Spray-In Bedliners
Free Estimates • All Insurance Accepted

Only AAA Approved Shop in Lassen County
Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

M-F 8am-4pm
530.257.2882
755 Alexander Ave., Susanville

lassenautobodysusanville.com

he COVID-19 pandemic wreaked havoc
on the Honey Lake Valley Community
Pool last year, but with Susanville,
Lassen County, the state of California
and the rest of the United States

opening up, recovering and returning to a
sense of normality, the pool is up and
running and preparing for an awesome
summer season.

Last year the pool allowed a limited
number of swimmers in the pool during a
season that didn’t begin until July and ran
through Labor Day, but this year’s spring
session that began last month has kicked off a
strong new year.

Pool opens for
summer season

Lincoln Grogan, 2, and his aunt,
Ashley Grogan, enjoy the Honey Lake
Valley Community Pool back in 2018.
File photo

By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com
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Come out and celebrate with us!

JUNE 24TH, 2021
Susanville

Chamber of
Commerce

BBQ
Bounce
House
for the
Kids!

Drawings!
Music
and
FUN!

The Sierra Pacific Foundation is awarding over $610,000 in scholarships to 183 students as they
attend colleges, universities and trade schools during the 2021-2022 school year.

“It is both an honor and a privilege for our family to continue to offer this ongoing support during these
challenging times,” said Carolyn Emmerson Dietz, Foundation President. “We remain committed to

helping tomorrow’s leaders. As we help these outstanding young people pursue their dreams, we are
investing in the future and in the generations to come.”

The Sierra Pacific Foundation grants scholarships to qualified, dependent children of Sierra Pacific
Industries’ employees. Recipients are eligible for the scholarship for four years, with some granted a fifth year

based on their school and finalizing their undergraduate degree or trade school program.

The Sierra Pacific Foundation is the philanthropic organization founded by the Emmerson family in 1979. Over
those years, it has donated over $8.8 million dollars in scholarships. In addition to scholarships, the Foundation

contributes to youth activities and other organizations in the communities where Sierra Pacific Industries operates.
In 2020, the Foundation contributed $2.2 million to organizations in our local communities.

Growing Healthy Communities...
Kaytlyn Cedillos Cassandra Garcia Colter Little Tristan McMichael Maria Oropeza Dalton Wilcox

Reesa Rice, pool director, said the
swimming season is off to a hectic start with
brisk signups for swimming lessons,
completion of a number of maintenance
projects and a continuing list of upgrades
being made to the facility managed by the

Honey Lake Valley Recreation Authority
through a joint powers agreement between
the city of Susanville and Lassen County.

Rice said this year the health department
has lifted the restrictions on the number of
swimmers in the pool, “so I can run a full

season and a full schedule … It’s pretty much
back to normal around here.”

The long awaited and popular diving board
is installed and ready to use. Rice said she
remembers the diving board at the old
Roosevelt Pool, which she compared to
“walking the plank.” She said the new diving
board is a vast improvement.

“This is the same diving board they use in
the Olympics,” Rice said. “It’s got a lot of
spring to it, and it will straight up launch
you!”

And the Lassen Volcanoes, the high school
swim team that didn’t even make it into the
water last year, has returned.

Despite the shortened season last year, the
city and the county continued to provide their
contributions to the facility, and Rice said the
money that wasn’t expended last year will be
used to finance some projects this year.

“I’ve got our outdoor showers ordered, so
hopefully before the summer season they’ll be
able to be installed,” Rice said. “We’re looking
to extend the grass a little bit. We’re looking
forward to finishing up some other projects in
the fall — landscaping, switching out the
chlorine system.”

For more information or reservations, call
the Honey Lake Valley Community Pool at
(530) 251-0235.

Aqua Aerobics is a popular activity at the Honey Lake Valley Community Pool. File photo
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